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JEFFREY SHALLIT* ' t  
Department of Computer Science, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3G1 
The Euclidean algorithm for computing the greatest common divisor of two integers is, 
as D. E. Knuth has remarked, "the oldest nontrivial algorithm that has survived to the 
present day." Credit for the first analysis of the running time of the algorithm is traditionally 
assigned to Gabriel Lamr, for his 1844 paper. This article explores the historical origins of 
the analysis of the Euclidean algorithm. A weak bound on the running time of this algorithm 
was given as early as 1811 by Antoine-Andrr-Louis Reynaud. Furthermore, Lamr's basic 
result was known to t~mile Lrger in 1837, and a complete, valid proof along different lines 
was given by Pierre-Joseph-l~tienne Finck in 1841. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
L'algorithme d'Euclide pour le calcul du plus grand commun diviseur de deux entiers 
est, comme l'a remarqu6 D, E. Knuth, "le plus ancien algorithme non trivial qui ait survrcu 
ce jour." C'est traditionnellement h Gabriel Lam6 que l'on attribue la premiere analyse 
du temps de calcul de cet algorithme dans son article de 1844. Ici, on examine les origines 
historiques de l'analyse de l'algorithme d'Euclide. Antoine-Andrr-Louis Reynaud a donn6 
un majorant du temps de calcul de cet algorithme d~s 1811. De plus, le rrsultat de base de 
Lam6 6tait connu d'l~mile Lrger en 1837, et Pierre-Joseph-t~tienne Finck en a donn6 une 
preuve complete t correcte, par des mrthodes diffrrentes en 1841. 
© 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
Der Euklidische Algorithmus, um den grrBten gemeinsamen Teller zweier ganzer Zahlen 
zu berechnen, ist, wie D. E. Knuth festgestellt hat, ,,der ~ilteste nichttriviale Algorithmus, 
der bis zum heutigen Tage iiberlebt hat." Anerkennung fiir die erste Untersuchung der 
Laufzeit des Algorithmus wird traditionsgem/il3 Gabriel Lain6 for seine Schrift aus dem Jahr 
1844 gezollt. In vorliegendem Artikel wird den historischen Ursprung der Untersuchung des 
Euklidischen Algorithmus dargelegt. Antoine-Andrr-Louis Reynaud hatte bereits vor 1811 
eine grobe Schranke der Laufzeit dieses Algorithmus. AuBerdem war Lamrs grundlegendes 
Ergebnis bereits 1837 l~mile Lrger bekannt, und Pierre-Joseph-l~tienne Finck hatte 1841 
mit anderen Methoden einen kompletten, stichhaltigen Beweis gefunden. © 1994 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
By the analysis of an algorithm we mean the determination of good bounds 
(especially upper) for the algorithm's consumption of resources, such as time and 
space. Such bounds are generally expressed in terms of the size of the inputs, or 
in the case of integer inputs, in terms of the inputs themselves. The analysis of 
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algorithms has become afundamental field of study in computer science. As D. E. 
Knuth said in 1970: 
The advent of high-speed computing machines, which are capable of carrying out algorithms 
so faithfully, has led to intensive studies of the properties of algorithms, opening up a fertile 
field for mathematicalinvestigations. Every reasonable algorithm suggests interesting questions 
of a "pure mathematical" nature; and the answers to these questions ometimes lead to useful 
applications, thereby adding a little vigor to the subject without spoiling its beauty. [40, 269] 
Despite the emergence in the last thirty years of the analysis of algorithms as 
a field in its own right, there has been relatively little historical discussion of the 
origins of this field. Questions uch as Who was the first to recognize that algo- 
rithms could be analyzed? and Who was the first to give an analysis of an algo- 
rithm? are legitimate subjects for historical inquiry. 
Of course, the answers to these questions are necessarily fuzzy, because of 
the vagueness of the definitions of "algorithm" and "analysis." For example, 
algorithms were given by the Babylonians as early as 1800 B.C.E. [51, 42], but 
they apparently did not discuss the "running time" of their algorithms. The Greeks 
contributed Euclid's algorithm (ca. 300 B.C.E.) and the sieve of Eratosthenes 
(ca. 250 B.C.E.) for creating a list of prime numbers, but no explicit evidence 
survives to suggest hat they considered the number of operations required. In 
the early 13th century, Fibonacci observed that to determine if a number n is 
prime, it suffices to divide by the integers -< V~n [21, 38]; here, merely stating the 
result implies a complexity bound on the problem of testing primality. 
Closer to the present day, Gauss's Disquisitiones is sprinkled with remarks 
about efficiency of algorithms. But his remarks are always qualitative, rather than 
quantitative in nature. For example, in discussing Euler's criterion for determining 
the quadratic haracter of a modulo p, Gauss wrote: " . . .  as soon as the numbers 
we are examining are even moderately large this criterion is practically useless 
because of the amount of calculation involved." [31, Art. 106]. 
In this paper, I will focus on one particular algorithm of great importance, the 
Euclidean algorithm for computing the greatest common divisor of two integers, 
and discuss some 19th-century attempts to analyze this algorithm, one as early 
as 181 I. I know of no other algorithm that received any analysis before this date. 
The article will focus on four French mathematicians of the early 19th century. 
For a thorough examination of this period, see [34]. 
I will first mention the work of Gabriel Lamr, to whom the credit for analyzing 
the Euclidean algorithm is usually given. Then I will discuss the life and work of 
four other French mathematicians, Antoine-Andrr-Louis Reynaud, I~mile Lrger, 
Pierre-Joseph-I~tienne Finck, and Jacques Philippe Marie Binet, all of whom ana- 
lyzed algorithms for the greatest common divisor before Lamr. 
It may be worth reminding the reader of the details of the Euclidean algorithm. 
Let u0 and u, be positive integers. Write 
i Of course, the greatest common divisor of two numbers u and v may also be determined by first 
computing their prime factorizations u = pe l~ ' ' 'p~ and v = p~' . . ,  p~, and then using the formula 
gcd(u, v) = el~ min(e .fl ) . . .n l J kmin(ek , f  k) This method is not currently practical for large numbers, since there 
is no known fast algorithm for integer factorization. 
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Uo = q0u l  + /~/2 
Ul -- qlb/2 + u 3 
Un-I ~- qn-lbln q- / /n+l ,  
where 0 = u,+l < u, < .-. < u2 < ul. Then u, = gcd(u0, u0. 
We define E(u o , uO to be the number of division steps performed by the algorithm 
on input (u0, u0, and we see that E(uo, uO = n. It can be proved by induction 
that if u > v > 0, E(u, v) = n, and u is as small as possible, then (u, v) = (F,+ 2, 
F,+0, where Fk denotes the kth Fibonacci number, defined by F0 = 0; F1 = 1; 
and Fk+ 2 = Fk+ 1 + F k for k -> 0. 
The Euclidean algorithm appeared in Euclid's Elements, Book VII, Proposition 
2 [37]; also see Book X, Propositions 1-4. However, the idea is likely to have 
been known previously. Quoting Knuth again, "[w]e might call it the granddaddy 
of all algorithms, because it is the oldest nontrivial algorithm that has survived 
to the present day" [41, 318]. (For a brief discussion of modern work on the 
analysis of the Euclidean algorithm, see [42].) 
2. GABRIEL LAMt~ 
Gabriel Lam6 (see Fig. 1) was a famous French mathematician who was primar- 
ily interested in geometry, thermodynamics, applied mechanics, and number the- 
ory. Since the life and work of Lam6 has been covered at length elsewhere in 
easily available sources (such as [9; 32,601-602; 13]), I will not discuss it further 
here. 
In his well-known 1844 paper [45], Lam6 proved that if u > v > 0, then the 
number of division steps E(u, v) performed by the Euclidean algorithm is always 
less than 5 times the number of decimal digits in v. 
The method of proof used by Lam6 was as follows: first, he proved that, for 
all k, there are at most five Fibonacci numbers whose decimal expansions contain 
k digits. 2Then, given an arbitrary input u0 and u~ to the algorithm, he considered 
how the sequence uz, u3 . . . . .  u, of remainders determined by the algorithm are 
distributed among the intervals given by successive Fibonacci numbers, [Fk, F~+ ~]. 
He showed (i) no more than two remainders can appear between successive 
Fibonacci numbers and (ii) when two such remainders appear in an interval [Fk, 
Fk+j], the following interval [Fk-l, Fk] contains no remainder. The result now 
follows. 
Lam6's result, though correct, can nevertheless becriticized on several grounds. 
First, he did not explicitly note that the "worst case" of the Euclidean algorithm 
(in the sense of the lexicographically east pair (u, v) with u > v > 0 such that 
the Euclidean algorithm performs n steps) occurs when the inputs are successive 
Fibonacci numbers. Second, his proof is much more cumbersome than necessary. 
2 Of course, Lam6 did not call them "Fibonacci numbers" ;  it was l~douard Lucas (1842-1891) who 
popularized the name. 
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FIG. 1. Gabriel Lain6 (courtesy David Eugene Smith collection, Columbia University). 
For a simpler proof, see, for example, [36]. Third, the number 5 is somewhat 
artificial. It is actually possible to show, for example, that E(u, v) < 4.79 log~0 v, 
for all v sufficiently large. (Here "4.79" is an approximation to 1/logl0 a, where 
= (1 + V~)/2.) 
In modern terms, the result of Lam6 would typically be expressed as follows: 
if u > v > 0, then E(u, v) = O(log v). With the modern approach of asymptotic 
analysis of algorithms, it is the log v term that matters; the constant in front of 
this term is regarded as relatively unimportant. 
3. PREVIOUS ANALYSIS OF THE EUCLIDEAN ALGORITHM 
Although Lam6 is generally recognized as the first to analyze the Euclidean 
algorithm in his 1844 paper, in fact there was much previous work on this problem. 
For example, as pointed out in [33, 290], in 1733 Thomas Fantet de Lagny 
(1660-1734) (see Fig. 2) described his "th~orie g~n~rale desrapports"; this was 
essentially based on the terms of the simple continued fraction expansion of the 
quotient of two integers. He divided the rapports into different genres, depending 
on the length of the continued fraction expansion. He also introduced a method 
of calculation that is essentially what we call continuants today. As an example, 
de Lagny gave (what would now be called) the series of convergents to (1 + 
X/5)/2: 
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FIG. 2. Thomas Fantet de Lagny (courtesy Biblioth6que Municipale de Lyon). (B. M. Lyon Coste 
13 896; Clich6 B. M. Lyon (Didier Nicole)) 
1 2 3 5 8 13 21 34 55 89 144 
1 '1 '2 '3 '5 '  8 '13 '21 '34 '55 '  89 . . . .  
and  remarked:  
Pour d6montrer d priori que cette s6rie comprend les rapports les plus simples de tousles 
genres ~ l'infini, il suffit de d6montrer qu'un rapport quelconque, par exemple, celui du 
cinqui~me genre 13/8: or cela est 6vident par laformation, puisqu'il contient tousles rapports 
les plus simples que le pr6c6dent & qu'il les surpasse: car il contient & surpasse le plus 
simple rapport du quatri~me genre 8/5; & en r6trogradant de m6me jusqu'h l'origine, on 
trouvera qu'il contient & surpasse le rapport du troisi~me genre 5/3, celui du second genre 
3/2, celui du premier genre d'in6galit6 2/1, & enfin qu'il contient & surpasse 1/1 qui est le 
rapport d'6galit6, le premier & le plus simple de tousles rapports. 
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Comme la m~me chose se trouve dans chacun des rapports de cette s6rie, il suit del/t que 
la s6rie continu6e h l'infini comprend par ordre les rapports les plus simples de tousles genres 
l'infini. 
On d6montrera encore la m6me chose d posteriori par la division: car on trouvera que 
chacun des rapports pris ~ discr6tion dans la s6rie, comme ici le rapport du cinqui~.me genre 
13/8, contient ous les rapports les plus simples des genres pr6c6dens dans la s6rie, & il est 
6vident que chacun de ces rapports est le premier & le plus simple de son genre, puisque 
chaque quotient est l'unit6, except6 le dernier quotient 2, qui ne put 6tre moindre dans le 
rapport d'in6galit6, ce qui est de l'essence du rapport d'in6galit6. [43, 363-364] 
To modern eyes, de Lagny's argument is not rigorous, but it seems clear that 
he was attempting to argue that the quotients of adjacent Fibonacci numbers 
provided the "simplest" fraction that resulted in a continued fraction expansion 
having a given length. In other words, the inputs (u, v) = (Fn+ 2, Fn+l)  elicit the 
worst-case behavior of the Euclidean algorithm. However, de Lagny did not 
explicitly make the connection between his results and the Euclidean algorithm, 
and therefore cannot really be said to have "analyzed an algorithm." 
For biographical details on de Lagny, see [32, 558-559]. 
Moving into the 19th century, let us recall that the opening sentence of Lam6's 
1844 paper reads as follows: 
Dans les trait6s d'Arithm6tique, on se contente de dire que le nombre des divisions ~ effectuer, 
dans la recherche du plus grand commun diviseur entre deux entiers, ne pourra pas surpasser 
la moitid du plus petit. [45, 867] 
In modern notation, we understand that Lam6 is referring to some previous 
observation that E(u, v) <- v/2. An interesting question is: which "trait~ d'Arith- 
m~tique" did Lam6 have in mind? His paper gives no explicit clue, but it is 
certainly reasonable to believe it was a well-known work available in France in 
1844. 
In attempting to answer this question, one problem is immediate: the French 
term "arithm~tique" is ambiguous. It can refer either to the English "arithmetic" 
or to "number theory." Which did Lam6 intend? Most likely, he meant introduc- 
tory books on arithmetic, such as those intended to prepare students for admission 
to the Ecole Polytechnique. There were very few books available in France at 
that time on pure number theory, and none of them seems to discuss the running 
time of the Euclidean algorithm. 
However, publication records (e.g., [7; 8]) reveal that at least 40 books on 
arithmetic were published in France between 1780 and 1844. Most of these dis- 
cussed Euclid's algorithm in a section on the arithmetic of rational fractions, since 
it is useful for placing fractions in lowest terms. A method based on trial division 
by prime numbers was also frequently discussed. 
Some books of the period compared the relative fficiency of these two methods. 
For example, the English mathematician, Peter Barlow, wrote in 1811 that 
•.. this method [for computing the greatest common divisor by means of the prime factoriza- 
tion] is, however, rather theoretical than practical, being by no means o ready in application 
as the rule generally given [i.e., the Euclidean algorithm] for this purpose in books of arithme- 
tic. [6, 22] 
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Of the arithmetics of the time and place, one stands out above all others: the 
Arithm~tique of t~tienne Bezout (1730-1783). Bezout was one of the most re- 
nowned French mathematicians of the period, and his Cours de math~matiques 
d l'usage des gardes du pavilion et de la marine first appeared in 1764. The first 
volume of this work was entitled Arithm6tique, and it went through dozens of 
editions, first under Bezout's own direction, and, after his death, at the hands of 
others. According to Crosland [15, 11], even Napoleon I learned mathematics 
from Bezout's books. 
Contemporary views of Bezout's Arithm6tique varied. For example, the possi- 
bly pseudonymous author, Prince, remarked in the introduction tohis 1812 edition 
[55], "[1]'arithm6tique d Bezout est certainement une des meilleures, sur-tout 
pour la clart6 . . . .  " Peyrard was less generous, remarking [53] that "[i]l y a dans 
Bezout des d6monstrations qui manquent de clart6 . . . .  " Nevertheless, it is clear 
that Bezout's Arithmdtique was the standard by which arithmetics of the time 
were measured. 
We will see below that Antoine-Andr6-Louis Reynaud remarked that E(u, u) < 
v/2 in his 1821 edition of Bezout's Arithm6tique. Is there any reason to believe 
that this was the "trait~ d'arithm~tique" that Lam6 had in mind? The answer is 
almost certainly es. First, Reynaud's various editions of Bezout's Arithm6tique 
were extraordinarily popular in France, with one going through at least 26 different 
editions. (His major competitor was Silvestre-Franqois Lacrois, whose Trait6 
~l~mentaire d'arithm~tique w nt through at least 18 editions. For more information 
on French mathematical textbooks of the time, see [17-19].) Second, very few 
other books of the time on arithmetic (including Lacroix's) contained any discus- 
sion of the number of division steps in the Euclidean algorithm. The only excep- 
tions I am aware of are the books of P.-F. Amadieu [1, 200, Remarque III], 
Prince's edition of Bezout's Arithm~tique [55, 107, Note 54], and Finck's books 
[22; 24] (discussed below). Third, the wording used by Lam6 coincides very closely 
with that used by Reynaud. 
4. ANTOINE-ANDRt~-LOUIS REYNAUD 
4.1. Life of Reynaud 3 
Antoine-Andr6-Louis Reynaud was born on September 12, 1771, 4in Paris, the 
son of a well-known lawyer at the Paris parliament. As a young man he distin- 
guished himself or his literary studies, writing dramatic ompositions at the age 
of 15 and later, a patriotic play on the subject of the taking of Toulon. 
Reynaud enthusiastically embraced the principles of the French Revolution. In 
1790 he was named Capitaine au R6giment d'ElOoes. In 1792, he entered the 
Garde Nationale. He wished to pursue a military career, but following the wishes 
3 The account of Reynaud's life that follows is based on archives of the Ecole Polytechnique and 
the contemporary work of Sarrut and Saint-Edme [63, Tome III, 2 e partie, 156-161]. Also see [30, 
188-189; 38, Vol. 41, 77-79; 46, Vol. 10, 1135; 56, Vol. VII, 567-568]. 
4 Some sources, such as [56] and the files of the Ecole Polytechnique, give a birth year of 1777. 
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of his family, he instead began a career as an accountant in the Compatibilit~ 
Nationale, where he was employed for four years. However, not finding the work 
to his liking, he spent his evenings tudying mathematics on his own, and in 1796 
he was admitted to the Ecole Polytechnique. 
Reynaud was first in his graduating class of 1798, and was assigned to the corps 
des Ponts et Chauss~es on December 28 of that year. However, he was allowed 
to spend a third year at the Ecole Polytechnique, where he was chef de brigade 
until November 22, 1799. 
In 1800, Butet de la Sarthe founded the Ecole Polymathique [15, 197], intended 
to prepare students for the Ecole Polytechnique, and Reynaud, without salary, 
took on the duties of teaching mathematics at this school. He also taught at the 
lyc~e du Palais-Royal. 
On November 22, 1804, Reynaud was appointed r~pdtiteur d'analyse at the 
IEcole Polytechnique, a position he filled until August 28, 1814. In 1806, Reynaud 
was put in charge of the public land-survey in France. He also published a manual 
containing the mathematics necessary for surveyors. In 1809 he was named as a 
temporary admissions examiner for the Ecole Polytechnique. This post was made 
permanent on August 28, 1814, and Reynaud continued performing these duties 
until July 1, 1837, when he began his retirement. 
In the years 1808 and 1811 Reynaud assisted Gaspard de Prony with a course 
in mechanics. It was here that Reynaud may have gained an interest in efficient 
computation, since de Prony had directed ahuge project o compute mathematical 
tables [35]. Between 1812 and 1814, he gave a cours d'analyse in place of Louis 
Poinsot. (This course was given the next year by Cauchy [29].) 
Tired of the conflicts that followed the French Revolution, Reynaud ecided in 
1814 that liberal institutions ponsored by Louis XVIII would be best for the future 
of France, and he devoted himself to these. He therefore showed no enthusiasm for 
the return of Napoleon during the Hundred Days. 
Reynaud received many honors, including being named docteur de la Facult~ 
des Sciences in 1812; member of the Acaddmie des Sciences et Belles-Lettres of 
Lyon in 1813; chevalier de la L~gion d'Honneur on December 13, 1814; member 
of the Acad~mie des Sciences et Belles-Lettres atLe Mans in 1817; Tours in 1824; 
chevalier de I'Ordre de Saint-Michel on March 22, 1823; Baron in 1823; etc. In 
1824 he was chosen by the Marquis of Bouthillier to head the new Forestry School 
at Nancy. 
In his later years, Reynaud evoted himself to such projects as the improvement 
of the l~cole Navale at Brest (1834), entrance examination of students at the 
Marine Royale, and similar duties. He became an officer of the Ldgion d'Honneur 
on May 30, 1837. He published many books, including (in addition to those men- 
tioned previously) Trait~ d'algObre, Trigonom~trie rectiligne et sph~rique, 
ThdorOmes et problOmes de g~omdtrie, and Traitd de statistique. 
Reynaud died in Paris on February 24, 1844. 
4.2. Work of Reynaud 
In 1811, Reynaud made the following observation: 
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Le nombre de divisions ~. effectuer, pour obtenir le plus grand commun diviseur entre 
deux nombres, ne peut jamais exc6der le plus petit des deux nombres propos6s, car 
chaque reste 6tant un nombre entier moindre que le diviseur, les restes diminuent au 
moins d'une unit6 h chaque division; de sorte qu'on parviendra u reste z6ro, apr~s un 
hombre de divisions tout au plus 6gal au plus petit des deux nombres propos6s. [58, 34, 
Note 60] 
In modern terms, Reynaud proved that E(u, v) <- v. Today, this bound would 
be regarded as trivial. The result is noteworthy nevertheless because it seems to 
be thefirst explicit analysis of the Euclidean algorithm. Reynaud's 1804 book [57] 
does not contain asimilar emark, so we may suppose that Reynaud first considered 
the quantity E(u, v) between 1804 and 1811. 
In 1821, in the 9th edition of his Traitd d'arithm~tique, Reynaud improved his 
result as follows: 
Le nombre de divisions ~ effecteur pour obtenir le plus grand commun diviseur, ne peut 
jamais exc~der la moiti~ du plus petit des deux hombres proposes; car lorsqu'on parvient ~t 
deux restes cons6cutifs dont la diff6rence st l'unit6, la division de ces deux restes Fun par 
l'autre conduit au reste 1, ce qui indique que les nombres donn6s n'ont pas de facteurs 
communs; et par cons6quent, outes les fois que les hombres proposes ont un plus grand 
commun diviseur, les restes uccessifs diminuent au moins de deux unit6s ~ chaque division. 
[60, Section 27, 367] 
An essentially identical paragraph also appears in [61, 36]. (No such improvement 
appeared in [59], the 8th edition of Trait~ d'arithm~tique, sowe may suppose that 
Reynaud improved his result sometime between 1816 and 1821.) 
This paragraph, which seems to claim a proof of the inequality E(u, v) <- v/2, 
requires some clarification. Although the general idea is valid, the inequality 
E(u, v) <- v/2 actually is false! (This was observed by Lam6 [45].) Several small 
counterexamples, such as E(5, 3) = 3 and E(8, 5) = 4, are easily produced. A
more careful reading, however, suggests that Reynaud actually proposed a slight 
modification to Euclid's algorithm: namely, that when two consecutive r mainders 
differing by 1 are encountered, then the algorithm should be terminated immedi- 
ately. Under this interpretation, Reynaud actually claimed E(u, v) <- v/2 + 2, a 
correct inequality. 
This interpretation of a modified Euclid's algorithm is supported by a similar 
result given by P.-F. Amadieu in 1839: 
Le plus grand nombre de divisions que l'on puisse faire en cherchant le plus grand commun 
diviseur de deux nombres est ~gal (l la moiti~ du plus petit nombre. 
En effet, si deux restes cons6cutifs ne diff6raient que d'une unit6, ces restes seraient 
premiers entre eux, et les nombres donn6s le seraient aussi: il serait donc inutile de 
continuer l'op6ration. Ainsi, tant que l'op6ration e sera pas arr6t6e, deux restes cons6cutifs 
diff6reront au moins de deux unit6s. D~s-lors le premier este sera au plus 6gal au plus 
petit nombre diminu6 de deux unit6s, et les restes suivans diminueront ~t chaque division 
au moins de deux unit6s. Donc, le nombre de ces restes ou le nombre des divisions 
qu'on aura /i effectuer sera au plus 6gal au nombre de fois que 2 sera contenu dans le 
plus petit nombre, c'est-~-dire ~ la moiti6 du plus petit nombre. C. Q. F. D. [1, 200, 
Remarque III] 
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5. I~MILE LINGER 
5.1. Life of Ldger 5 
l~mile L6ger was born in Lagrange-aux-Bois, France, on August 15, 1795, son 
of Claude L6ger, a humanist and literary figure. After his father obtained a chair 
in rhetoric at the Lyc~e de Mayence, L6ger studied for two years under Olry 
Terquem, editor of the Nouvelles annales de math~matiques. In 1813, he was 
admitted to the #`cole Polytechnique. Napoleon Bonaparte returned to Paris in 
March 1815 (the "Hundred Days"), and the students of the #,cole Polytechnique 
were called to defend the capital [29, 330]. L6ger received "trois coups de lance" 
while defending a post on the route de Vincennes. In 1816, he left the #`cole 
Polytechnique and returned to live with his family at Montmorency, where his 
father, Claude, had started an educational institution. When Claude became too 
old to continue his teaching duties, I~mile took over with enthusiasm. Each year, 
the school sent students to prestigious chools such as the #`cole Polytechnique. 
During his short career, L6ger published four brief papers (see [62, Vol. III, 932]). 
He died in Paris on December 15, 1838, at the age of 43. 
5.2. Work of L~ger 
t~mile L6ger appears to have been the first (or the second, if the work of de 
Lagny mentioned above is counted) to recognize that the worst case of the Euclid- 
ean algorithm occurs when the inputs are consecutive Fibonacci numbers. 
In a short paper of 1837, published seven years before the paper of Lam6, L6ger 
discussed the continued fraction 
1 
1 + (1) 
1 
1+ 
1 
1+. . .+-  
1 
and wrote 
Le fraction continue (1) conduit ~ la solution d'un probl~:me curieux: Dans la recherche du 
plus grand commun diviseur de deux nombres donn6s, quel est le plus grand nombre d'op6r- 
ations qu'on puisse avoir ~ faire? 
Les r6duites de la fraction (1) 
1 2 3 5 8 13 21 34 55 89 
etc. (2) 
1' 1' 1' 3' 5' 8 ' 13' 21' 34'55' 
sont les fractions qui conduisent au plus grand nombre d'op6rations; il suffit donc, 6tant 
donn6e une fraction quelconque, de d6terminer la premi6re de ces r6duites qui a un d6nomi- 
nateur plus grand que cette fraction donn6e, le rang de cette r6duite fera conna~tre la limite 
cherch6e. [47] 
However, L6ger did not give any rigorous proof of his assertions. 
5 This account of L6ger's life is taken from the obituary by Olry Terquem [65], with details added 
from the archives of the Ecole Polytechnique. 
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6. PIERRE-JOSEPH-I~TIENNE FINCK 
6.1. Life of F inck  6 
Pierre-Joseph-l~tienne Finck was born in Lauterbourg, a small town in what is 
now the department of the Bas-Rhin in France, adjacent to the German border, 
on October 15, 1797 (24 vend6miaire an VI) at five in the morning [4, #22]. 
His father, Jean-Pierre Finck (b. ca. 1758), was a civil registrar ("receveur de 
l'enregistrement") who died on October 2, 1810 in Klingenmiinster. His mother 
was Fran~oise E16onore Catherine Bailleul; she died on April 24, 1810. Thus left 
an orphan at age 12, Finck was adopted by a wholesaler ("n~gociant") named 
Botta [39, 373] from the town of Landau in der Pfalz. 
In 1815, Finck was admitted to the Ecole Polytechnique in Paris. His rank was 
sixth upon admission. He was named corporal for the school year 1815-1816. 
Finck was graduated in 1817, with a class rank of 19 from a total of 72 students. 
He was admitted to the service of the Artillerie de Terre on 10 December 1817, 
the third on a list of 25 students. 
However, the Artillery School was apparently not to Finck's liking, for he wrote 
to the Comte de Gouvion Saint-Cyr on March 25, 1818, expressing his desire to 
leave the school in order to enter into a light-cavalry regiment of the Royal Guard. 
Accompanying this request was a letter from a superior officer, which explained 
that Finck found his studies boring, and complaining about his frivolous behavior 
("conduite I~gdre"). Finck's request was turned down. On July 21, 1818, Finck 
reiterated his request to obtain the rank of second lieutenant in the Royal Guard, 
saying that if this request could not be fulfilled, then he would submit his resigna- 
tion. The resignation was accepted on July 30, 1818. 
A year later, on March 22, 1819, Finck wrote once again to the Comte de 
Gouvion S aint-Cyr, explaining that his resignation i 1818 from the Artillery School 
was, in fact, due to a trial in Landau that necessitated his presence (a reason not 
mentioned at all in his previous requests), and requesting readmission to the 
Artillery School. (Finck's military record contains a skeptical note appended to 
this letter, penned by an officer examining Finck's request.) However, this request 
was also turned down. 
Finck moved back to Strasbourg sometime before 1821, and later resumed his 
education, enrolling in the Facult~ des Sciences de Strasbourg, and receiving the 
degree of bachelier gt sciences math~matiques on August 28, 1827 [3]. On Novem- 
ber 13, 1827, he received the degree of licenci~ Os sciences mathdmatiques for a 
thesis entitled Les machines en mouvement. Later, on July 25, 1829 (one source 
gives a different date of September 12, 1829), he received the degree of docteur 
ds sciences math~matiques. The title of his doctoral thesis was Sur les mouvements 
de l'~quateur terrestre [4, #112]. 
6 This account of Finck's life is based on records of the Ecole Polytechnique; French military 
records; the Archives rnunieipales ofStrasbourg; the Archives d~partementales du Bas-Rhin [2; 3]; 
the Archives Nationales inParis [4]; and the biographies in [64, 497; 5, 941; 16, Vol. 13, 1369; 44, 
Vol. 17,484-485]. 
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Sometime before 1821, Finck married Madeleine Weiss, the Landau-born daugh- 
ter of Simon Weiss, a custom shoemaker, and Catherine Bollinger; they had six 
children. However, Madeleine died on July 9, 1840, at the age of 41, of uterine 
cancer. Finck was remarried on April 21, 1841, to Fanny de Fuchsamberg (born 
November 10, 1797, in Besangon). They had no children. 
Finck became rdpetiteur de mathdmatiques at the Ecole d'Artillerie de Stras- 
bourg on January 21, 1825, and was promoted to professeur on May 1, 1827. He 
also was appointed to teach a course of math~matiques sp~ciales at the CollOge 
de Strasbourg, beginning October 9, 1827, as a replacement for the retiring Jean- 
Joseph Bedel (b. March 23, 1767). On September 8, 1829, Finck was provisionally 
promoted to professeur de mathdmatiques sp¢ciales at the Coll~ge de Strasbourg, 
an appointment which was made permanent on October 2, 1833. 
Like most Frenchmen, Finck apparently would have preferred an appointment 
at Paris [4, #58]. But the French cumul system, which allowed him to simultane- 
ously hold posts at the Ecole d'Artillerie and the CollOge de Strasbourg, afforded 
him a degree of financial security at Strasbourg that he would have had difficulty 
matching in the capital. 
On February 26, 1842, Finck was provisionally appointed to replace Jorlin in the 
position of professeur de math~matiques appliqu~es of the Facult¢ des Sciences de 
Strasbourg. When Jorlin retired on January 1, 1847, the Facult~ des Sciences 
instituted a search for a new chair of applied mathematics. The search narrowed 
to four candidates, including Finck, Louis-Auguste-Jean Banet, and Alexandre- 
Charles-Augustin Guiot, and Finck was appointed to this position on May 6, 1847. 
During his academic areer, Finck wrote more than 20 papers which appeared 
in the Journal de math~matiques pures et appliqudes, Nouvelles annales de ma- 
th~matiques, and the Comptes rendus de I'Acad~mie des Sciences de Paris. Sev- 
eral of his papers refer to efficient methods of calculation; see, for example, [25; 
26; 28]. A nearly complete list can be found in [62, Vol. II, 612]. 7 Finck also wrote 
seven textbooks, including Elements d'algObre, G~om~trie ~ldmentaire bas~e sur 
la th~orie des infiniments petits, M~canique rationnelle, and Principes de l'analyse 
infinit~simale. His Algdbre won praise from Olry Terquem, who called it "le seul 
ouvrage franqais og~ l'on explique ces logarithmes [de Gauss]." 
Finck was a patron of the literary arts at Strasbourg; the Renseignements 
confidentiels form of 1862 noted that 
M. Finck est un des rares math6maticiens qui attachent une grande importance aux 6tudes 
litt6raires. [4, #35] 
He also loved languages, and in addition to French, spoke and wrote German, 
and read English, Danish, Swedish, and Italian [4, #40]. 
Finck was highly respected as a scholar and teacher in Strasbourg. Comments 
in his personnel file include "esprit de justice et d'impartialit~" (1859); "savant 
7 One paper missing from this list is [12]. For some mysterious reason, Finck's first initial is erro- 
neously given as "B"  in the Royal Society list, as well as in some of the papers he published. 
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estimd, professeur consciencieux, enseignement solide et mdthodique" (1864). 
The only negative valuations related to his blunt manner: "caractOre actif, droit, 
ferme, mais toujours trop brusque" (1844-1845); "parait avoir un peu corrigg la 
brusquerie qu'on lui reprochait avec tout de raison" (1845-1846). 
Finck's Notice individuelle of 1858 [4, #43] claims that he was awarded the 
chevalier de la Lggion d'Honneur on March 14, 1857, but no independent confir- 
mation of this has been found. 
According to his Notice individuelle for 1863 [4, #33], Finck began to suffer ill 
health in 1862. On December 9, 1866 he was given the right to take sick leave for 
the school year 1866-1867, a request which was renewed the following year. Finck 
retired on December 1, 1868 [4, #3]. 
Finck died at Strasbourg on July 27, 1870, at the age of 72 years and 8 months, 
just eight days after the beginning of the Franco-Prussian war. The cause of death 
was given as senility ("ramollissement cgrdbrale"). 
6.2. Work of Finck 
In his 1841 book, Traitg glgmentaire d'arithmdtique d l'usage des candidats 
aux gcoles spgciales, Finck discusses the Euclidean algorithm for computing the 
greatest common divisor of two integers: 
Chaque reste est moindre que la moiti6 du dividende: car si le diviseur est 6gal ~ la moiti6 
du dividende, le reste est 0; si le diviseur est plus grand que cette moiti6, le quotient est 1, 
et le reste, devant faire avec le diviseur une somme 6gale au dividende, sera moindre que 
cette m6me moiti6; enfin, si le diviseur est plus petit que la moiti6 du dividende, le reste le 
sera aussi comme 6tant moindre que le diviseur. De 1~. il suit que si l 'on nomme A et B les 
deux hombres dont on cherche le p. g. c. d., A 6tant > B, les restes successifs ont respec- 
t ivement moindres que A/2, B/2, A/4, B/4, A/8, B/8 . . . . .  A/2 ~, B/2 n ; l 'op6ration se terminera 
donc au plus tard lorsque B/2 n <- 2, ou B < 2n+I; car alors le reste moindre que B/2 n sera au 
plus = 1, qui est le dernier diviseur; mais alors le nombre des divisions faites serait 2n + 1. 
Ainsi, cherchez l 'exposant de la plus petite puissance de 2, qui surpasse B, diminuez-le d 'une 
unit6, doublez le reste et ajoutez 1, ce sera une limite du nombre des op6rations qu'il y aura 
~t faire pour trouver le p. g. c. d. de A et B. 
Soit, pour exemple, les nombres 89 et 55: la plus petite puissance de 2, qui surpasse 55 
est 64 ou 26; donc n + 1 = 6, n = 5 et 2n + 1 = 11; et, en effet, dans ce cas, il faut neuf 
operations. On a, du reste, n + 1 > (log B)/(log 2), d'ofl n > ~ - 1, et on peut remarquer 
log 2 
que la limite est toujours moindre que ½ B . . . .  [22, 44, Remarque 1] 
In modern terms, then, Finck observed that if u = qv + r, then r <- u/2. By 
iterating this observation, he proved the following bound on the number of division 
steps in the Euclidean algorithm: E(u, v) -< 2 log2 v + 1. This bound is not quite 
as good as that given by Lam6 (since (2 log2 0)/(5 logl0 v) - 1.329). Nevertheless, 
in his 1841 book, Finck gave the first rigorous analysis of the Euclidean algorithm, 
and proved the fundamental result that E(u, v) = O(log v). Furthermore, the use 
of the consecutive Fibonacci numbers 89 and 55 in his example computation 
suggests trongly that Finck knew what the worst-case inputs to the algorithm 
really were. 
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Finck's proof has the great virtue of simplicity, a trait that led to its rediscovery 
by several others; for example, see [68, 141-143]. 
The final remark by Finck quoted above shows that he was well aware that his 
bound was superior to the bound E(u, o) --- 0/2 + 2 given previously in the book 
of Reynaud. 
In 1842, Finck published a letter in which he drew attention to the problem of 
determining the number of operations required to compute the greatest common 
divisor of two numbers. He said: 
Dans ce m6me ouvrage .. . .  j'ai entre autres questions, que l'on ne trouve pas dans les livres 
616mentaires, trait6 un probl6me qui est susceptible d'une solution plus compl6te: il a pour 
objet de d6terminer lenombre des op6rations de la recherche du p. g. c. d. de deux nombres 
entiers. 
On peut, pour arriver b. ce but, suivre deux marches: l'une conduit aux s6ries r6currentes 
et b. une 6quation exponentielle fort compliqu6e. Elle est fond6e sur ce que le cas le plus 
d6favorable est celui of 1 tousles quotients ont 6gaux b. l'unit6, le dernier 6tant 2; de lb. on 
est amen6 b. chercher le terme g6n6ral de la suite 
1, 1 • 1 + 1,(1 • 1 + 1)1 + l, etc. 
Je ne m'arr6terai pas b. d6velopper ce calcul. 
La second mani~re est la suivante ....  [23] 
He then proceeded to give a slightly different analysis of the problem, based 
on the general idea of his 1841 exposition. (The difference occurs because he 
observed that if u = qv + r, then we actually have r < u/2, not simply r --- 
u/2.) 
This same analysis was then reproduced in the second edition of his Trait¢ 
~ldmentaire d'arithm~tique, published in 1843 [24]. On pp. 57-58 we find the 
analysis, which results in the bound E(u, v) <- 2[log2((v + 1)/2)]. 
The paper of Lam6, published the following year, did not escape Finck's 
attention. Indeed, he must have been slightly miffed that Lam6, a fellow 
polytechnicien who had already established a reputation far superior to Finck's,  8 
made no reference to his work. In an 1845 paper [27], Finck called attention 
to the analysis in his 1842 paper and his 1843 book. He admitted that his 
bound is not quite as good as Lam6's,  but he also pointed out that the number 
5 in Lam6's  theorem could be replaced with 1/.204, but with no number smaller 
than 1/.209. 
Despite this lobbying by Finck on behalf of his own results, Lam6 has 
traditionally received the credit for the analysis of the Euclidean algorithm. 
Of books that discuss analysis of algorithms, or the Euclidean algorithm, only 
Lucas [50, 335] makes any reference to Finck's work. And Terquem, in an 
1849 paper [66], chastised Bertrand for not mentioning Lam6 by name in his 
Traitd d'arithm¢tique--even though Finck's simpler proof was published three 
years before Lam6's.  
8 There is even a street in Paris named for Lam6. 
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7. JACQUES PHILIPPE MARIE BINET 
7.1. Life of Binet 9 
The mathematician d astronomer, Jacques Philippe Marie Binet, was born 
on February 2, 1786, in Rennes. He entered the F, cole Polytechnique on November 
22, 1804, and graduated two years later, entering into the service of the corps des 
Ponts et Chauss#es in November 1806. 
On November 10, 1807, Binet was appointed adjoint aux rdp#titeurs de math#- 
matiques at the l~cole Polytechnique, and rdp#titeur d'analyse appliqu#e t de 
g#omdtrie descriptive on April 21, 1808. In 1814 he was appointed examinateur 
temporaire in descriptive geometry. On November 3, 1815, he became instituteur 
de mdcanique at the l~cole Polytechnique, where he replced Poisson. He also 
became inspecteur des #tudes on September 5, 1816. That same year, he helped 
edit the 1816 edition of the M#canique analytique of Lagrange. Binet was also 
appointed professeur d'astronomie at the Coll~ge de France in 1823. 
Following the July Revolution of 1830 and the installation of Louis Philippe on 
the French throne, Binet was removed from his appointment as inspecteur des 
#tudes on November 13, 1830, due to his attachment to the previous regime of 
Charles X. 
Binet wrote more than 50 papers during the period 1808-1851. He received the 
decoration of chevalier de la Ldgion d'Honneur on May I, 1821. He was elected 
to the Acad#mie des Sciences in 1843. 
Binet died in Paris on May 12, 1856. 
7.2. Work of Binet 
In an 1841 paper [10], Binet discussed a slightly modified version of the Euclidean 
algorithm for the calculation of the greatest common divisor. Today this method 
is called the least-remainder algorithm: at each division step, one writes a = 
qb + r, where Irl is as small as possible. Since r can be chosen such that I rl -< 
b/2, it follows that the number of division steps is O(log b). 
Binet wrote as follows (we have corrected two minor typographical errors); 
loga 
La limite log(2) est aussi celle du d6nombrement des divisions cons6cutives qu'exige la 
recherche du plus grand diviseur de A et a, lorsque, pour simplifier le calcul, on a soin 
d'admettre des r6sidus positifs ou n6gatifs, afin de n'employer que des diviseurs moindres 
que la moiti6 des dividendes correspondants, ~t partir de la seconde division. L'utilit6 de 
cette marche est manifeste, et je pense que l'on a dO en faire la remarque, quoique je ne la 
trouve dans aucun Trait6. Alors les divisions seront repr6sent6es successivement par les 
formules 
A = aq +- a I, a = otlq 1 -+ or2, ot I = o~2q 2 --- ot 3, etc., O/n ,_  I = Otn,qn,, 
n' + 1 6tant le nombre des divisions; et d'apr/~s le d6croissement des r6sidus, on aura 
9 This brief account of Binet's life is based on files of the F.cole Polytechnique and the accounts in 
[44, Vol. 16, 885; 38, Vol. 5, 101; 54, Vol. 6,495; 46, Vol. 2,753; 30, 148; 34, Sect. 4.2.3]. (The eulogy 
given by Cauchy [14] unfortunately contains no information of interest.) 
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a > 2cq > 22o¢2 > 23o~3 > ...  > 2n'~n,. 
On tire de 1~, comme ci-dessus, 
n' < log(a) - log(an) 
log(2) 
On salt que cette s6rie de divisions fournit les quotients, positifs ou n6gatifs, dont se compos- 
erait la fraction continue repr6sentant la fraction num6rique A" La fraction continue ainsi 
compos6e serait, en g6n6ral, moins 6tendue que celle dont on fait ordinairement usage, et 
o~ l'on n'emploie que des quotients positifs. [10, 454] 
Binet's analysis is surprisingly modern in presentation. It may have been over- 
looked because his 1841 paper [I0] started by analyzing a different algorithm that 
is not guaranteed toproduce the greatest common divisor. However, Lionnet [48] 
claimed that Binet's bound "est d6jh ancienne t depuis longtemps du domaine 
public." 
In a paper written after Lam6's [11], Binet brought attention to his 1841 paper, 
and observed that the number of steps in the least-remainder algorithm to compute 
the gcd on inputs of o~ digits is bounded by (10/3)o~, which is superior to Lam6's 
bound of 5~ for the ordinary Euclidean algorithm. A similar remark was later 
given by Nievengloski [52] and Lionnet [49]. 
A more complete worst-case analysis of the least-remainder algorithm was given 
by Dupr6 in 1846 [20]. Later, Vahlen [67] proved that the least-remainder algorithm 
provides the shortest continued fraction expansion among any algorithms that 
choose between the ordinary remainder and the least-remainder at each step; this 
result is stronger than Binet's claim. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
I have traced some of the early work on the analysis of the Euclidean algorithm, 
starting with Reynaud's elementary remarks in 1811. The remarks of Reynaud, 
L6ger, and Finck show that the "running time" of the Euclidean algorithm was 
of interest to mathematicians before the appearance ofLam6's paper on the subject 
in 1844; furthermore, Finck gave an excellent bound on the number of division 
steps prior to Lam6. While the work of Reynaud, L6ger, Finck, and Binet had 
essentially no influence on the development of the analysis of algorithms as a 
field, these pioneers nevertheless deserve our respect and admiration. 
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